In vitro binding of several cell-specific and ubiquitous nuclear proteins to the GT-I motif of the SV40 enhancer.
We have investigated the specific in vitro binding of nuclear proteins from several cell lines to the GT-I motif of the SV40 enhancer which overlaps with the canonical enhancer "core" homology. The binding of three proteins (GT-IA, GT-IB, and GT-IC), one of which (GT-IC) exhibits cell specificity, was detected. Competition and direct binding experiments demonstrated that the two ubiquitous proteins also bind to the GC-rich motif III from the 21-bp repeat upstream element of the SV40 early promoter and that protein GT-IA is most probably the transcription factor Sp1. The third, cell-specific protein GT-IC exhibited a high affinity for both the GT-I motif and an upstream element in the promoter of the mouse beta-major-globin gene, suggesting that this protein can act both as an enhancer and an upstream element trans-acting factor. The good correlation between the known cell-specific in vivo activity of the wild-type and mutated GT-I motif and the cell-specific binding of protein GT-IC in vitro strongly supports the conclusion that this protein is an enhancer factor. Interestingly, its cognate recognition sequence does not coincide with the core homology.